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Executive summary 

MediaMixer has as one of its goals to collect use cases from representative domains and propose on that basis a 
number of demonstrators of the MediaMixer technology which relate to the described business activities and exist-
ing IT systems and workflows. 

This deliverable reports on the initial work to collect a set of use cases related to media asset re-distribution/re-
selling respecting the particular business models and activities, and IT systems and workflows, from different rep-
resentative domains. We have defined a structure for the use case description documents and begun with use case 
collection which has achieved to establish three distinct use cases:

 Learning materials re-use as a use case is promoted by the partner JSI in collaboration with the video e-
learning platform VideoLectures.NET. 

 News video material  storage and retrieval  for  the  broadcasters'  newsroom is  promoted  by the partner 
CONDAT working with the IBM newsroom tool ANNOVA. 

 Exchange of copyrighted digital material as a use case is promoted by the partner UdL in collaboration 
with the Linked Content Coalition. 

We present each use case, noting the differences between the current industry systems and workflows and those  
which are imaginable with the integration of MediaMixer technology. We highlight the problems in the chosen do-
main encountered by media producers and consumers, and the possible solutions offered in MediaMixer, which 
will be analysed through the subsequent creation of the use case demonstrators. 
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1.  Introduction
MediaMixer has as one of its goals to collect use cases from representative domains and propose on that basis a 
number of demonstrators of the MediaMixer technology which relate to the described business activities and exist-
ing IT systems and workflows. 

This deliverable reports on the initial work to collect a set of use cases related to media asset re-distribution/re-
selling respecting the particular business models and activities, and IT systems and workflows, from different rep-
resentative domains. We have defined a structure for the use case description documents (Section 2) and begun  
with use case collection which has achieved to establish three distinct use cases:

 Learning materials re-use as a use case is promoted by the partner JSI in collaboration with the video e-
learning platform VideoLectures.NET. (Section 3)

 News video material  storage and retrieval  for  the  broadcasters'  newsroom is  promoted  by the partner 
CONDAT working with the IBM newsroom tool ANNOVA. (Section 4)

 Exchange of copyrighted digital material as a use case is promoted by the partner UdL in collaboration 
with the Linked Content Coalition. (Section 5)

We present each use case, noting the differences between the current industry systems and workflows and those  
which are imaginable with the integration of MediaMixer technology. We highlight the problems in the chosen do-
main encountered by media producers and consumers, and the possible solutions offered in MediaMixer, which 
will be analysed through the subsequent creation of the use case demonstrators. (see Section 6 Conclusion). 



2.  Use Case Description 
MediaMixer has as one of its goals to collect use cases from representative domains and propose on that basis a 
number of demonstrators of the MediaMixer technology which relate to the described business activities and exist-
ing IT systems and workflows. The first phase of this has been “use case collection and demonstrator proposal”  
which required that we prepared templates for how to describe the use cases we collect and use these templates to  
organise the information we then received from use case partners. Below we provide the use case template de-
signed for the project, which was based on a consideration of online use case description documents:

Brief summary
 Capture in one paragraph the overall vision for the use case (e.g. in terms of the end result). Any variations which  
still apply to this overall vision can be captured within the use case description, but if the vision changes then those 
variations need to be part of a new use case.
 This identifies potentially a new business model for the use case partner.

Actors and their roles
 Define the actors. Actors are the use case roles of the people who will use your product. Actors for a construction 
hammer use case might include carpenters who actually use the hammers, and purchasers who buy the hammers for  
construction companies.
 Assign goals to each actor. Goals refer to the intended benefit or outcome each actor will derive from the product.  
A carpenter might have the goal of efficiently hammering and removing nails, while a purchaser might have the  
goal of confirming that the hammers meet required specifications for durability and price.
 Create a numbered listing of each actor and goal with an assigned complexity and priority in a tabular format.
 This potentially identifies actors and roles rather different from the current use case partners actors and roles.

Activity / workflow
 List the basic flow for each case. This is a description of the sequence of events that you anticipate each actor will  
follow for each goal. For example, the use case components for "Purchaser/Evaluate price", might be as follows: 
Request  pricing  information.  Compare  to  pricing  from competitors.  Seek  to  negotiate  price.  Make  purchase. 
Receive goods.
 List alternate flows for each case. For the use case, an alternate flow might be as follows: Request  pricing  
information. Compare to pricing from competitors. Seek to negotiate price. Notify us of decision not to purchase.  
Receive increased discount offer. Make purchase. Receive goods.

System functionalities
 Map the steps of each flow to actual interactions in a computer system (when relevant).

Comparison
 Distinguish interactions which are supported in the current use case partner system, which could be supported by 
an extension or adaptation of the use case partner system and which appear to be outside of the current possible  
functionalities of an use case partner system. 

MediaMixer R&D for a demonstrator
 As a bridge to the MediaMixer demonstrators, we can look at how aspects of the "MediaMixer technology" can 
address the technical requirements. 



3.   UC1.  VideoLecturesMashup  -  your  topical  channel  of  learning 
video

MediaMixer partner JSI collaborates with VideoLectures.NET on this use case for MediaMixer.

BACKGROUND

Currently VideoLectures.NET hosts more than 16.000 video lectures from prominent universities and conferences 
mainly from natural and technical sciences. Most lectures are 1 to 1.5h long linked with slides and enriched with  
metadata and additional textual contents. Videolectures.NET is being visited by more than 15.000 unique visitors  
from all over the world daily, which provides a very efficient distribution and dissemination channel. Further to  
that, Videolectures.NET is tightly integrated in the three world scale communities of higher education institutions 
that are providing open access to free educational contents. The three communities Open Course Ware Consortium 
(OCWC),  Opencast  and  Knowledge4All  combine  altogether  more  than  600  Higher  Education  organisations 
(mainly Universities) around the world including the first ten highest ranked Universities. This provides on one 
side a huge market and on the other the unique dissemination channel to reach world scale impact. 

FIGURE 1. VideoLectures.NET portal (source: VideoLectures.NET)

As use case partner, JSI will integrate the MediaMixer technology into Videolectures.NET and hence demonstrate  
the value of the technology while also itself benefitting from improved search and retrieval of fragments of its  
video assets.



USE CASE DESCRIPTION

Visitors to VideoLectures.NET are looking to consume learning materials on specific topics of interest. However,  
visitors typically have limited time to find and watch the materials they want and the topics they search for may be  
orthogonal to the materials themselves (be the subject of different parts of multiple learning resources rather than  
the subject of a specific complete learning resource). Visitors would benefit from easier and quicker access to those 
different parts in the form of a single, integrated presentation of learning materials, which in turn could drive more 
repeated access and win new users, including in new contexts. E.g. dynamic provision of such learning resource  
“mash ups” would be particularly useful in mobile consumption contexts (where the user typically has more limited  
time and a restricted browsing interface). These mash-ups could subsequently form a new distribution channel for  
VideoLectures.NET contents (e.g. video streams / TV channels on selected topics) and be integrated into other  
learning channel offers (mobile like iTunesU, IPTV specialist channels).  

Hence  we  propose  a  use  case  for  the VideoLecturesMashup which  will  be  a  dedicated  channel  on  the 
VideoLectures.NET portal which is capable of accepting a specific learning topic as input and will produce as a  
result a mash up of fragments of learning materials from the site addressing that topic, ordered in a meaningful  
way. The mash up will be specifically addressable and hence bookmarkable/saveable for subsequent reference and 
viewing. 

ACTORS AND ACTIVITIES

In this use case, the principle actors are the users (scientific community generating the learning materials with the 
support of their universities,  and the learners who seek to access those materials in a suitable and appropriate  
fashion), aided by the content manager at VideoLectures.NET who is in charge of preparing the materials on the 
portal. 

The below diagram introduces the current principle actors in VideoLectures.NET with their activities in using the 
portal.



FIGURE 2. VideoLectures.NET workflow basic (authors: Fabjan, A., Zdolšek, T.)

In terms of benefiting these user types, we note that  VideoLecturesMashup can help distribute more widely the 
materials available on the learning materials portal by reaching learners who may not have otherwise found that  
material at  all  (since its primary subject is not the topic the learner may have searched for),  promoting cross-
disciplinary learning and promoting further the content of the universities (this requires that the mash up can still  
associate the selected fragments in the mash up with the content provider) and the work of the presenters (since  
presentation of their work to new communities may seed new applications or co-operations).

USER WORKFLOW

The below diagrams are explaining the current and new user activity / workflow in VideoLectures.NET.



FIGURE 3. VideoLectures.NET user workflow current (authors: Fabjan, A., Zdolšek, T.)

Another workflow should be noted where the learner is not just looking at VideoLectures.NET but is interested in 
any learning offer regardless of its source (the single requirement would be trustworthiness):

• request for video content         
• compare the content on MOOCs (competitors: Coursera, EDx, Udacity , Khan Academy, AcademicEarth, 

iTunesU)        
• seek to receive most demanded content         
• search keywords, topics interested in         
• receive list of results         
• choose the appropriate video lecture         
• watch & download specific video lectures         
• receive knowledge

Here, VideoLectures.NET competes with other learning material offers and the perceived value of its offer will be 
based on the relevance and appropriateness of what learning material it presents with respect to the other sources. 

The key access point in every workflow is the step “search keywords, topics interested in” which results in a 
list of results which are unordered, complete learning resources. 



FIGURE 4. VideoLectures.NET user workflow NEW! (authors: Fabjan, A., Zdolšek, T.)

VideoLecturesMashup is intended to simplify the user workflow by offering a direct intuitive access to a single  
learning channel built around the topic searched for, i.e.

  search topic interested in    --->     receive learning channel

This workflow may be particularly useful where the user is using a device where browsing is more restricted (TV,  
mobile) or is seeking to quickly access video which they can begin to consume (time restricted to browse all search  
results and select which they want). In comparison, there is less direct control over the selected material, which  
makes the relevance of the selection even more important, and some options may be desirable to offer the user in  
an interface (e.g. only use recordings made within a certain time period). 

CONTENT MANAGER (CM) WORKFLOW

The  below  diagrams  are  explaining  the  current  and  new  content  manager activity  /  workflow  in 
VideoLectures.NET.  The  workflow  provides  information  for  the  manager  browsing  and  accessing  learning 
materials as well as for providing materials for the portal.



FIGURE 5. VideoLectures.NET CM workflow current (authors: Fabjan, A., Zdolšek, T.)

New system functionalities (Segmentation, Automatic textual transcription, Concept extraction from slides, Video  
analysis,  Fragments  of  learning  materials,  Semantic  annotation)  would  result  in  less  work  and  less  time 
consumption for the content manager. Another important case is that we now have logical structured fragments,  
from which the content manager can easily make new structures and publish them as curricula.



FIGURE 6. VideoLectures.NET CM workflow NEW! (authors: Fabjan, A., Zdolšek, T.)

SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITIES
The VideoLectures.NET portal will need access to richer annotations of the learning materials in order to be able to  
support a search and retrieval mechanism at the level of fragments of the materials themselves. Currently,  the  
search and retrieval works on text matching over complete materials titles and descriptions. Not even the internal  
descriptions that are currently maintained by VideoLectures.NET (the slide titles) seem to be used in the site search. 
These internal descriptions (where content of the videos is tied to specific, mainly temporal, fragments) need to be 
more detailed, and the slide boundaries in the presentation (which can be calculated) linked to the correct temporal  
boundaries in the video (since a slide may be shown before the speaker starts to reference it, or they reference it  
before it is shown). This will require additional analysis processes being applied to the learning materials video to 
generate this annotation. This can usually not be included during recording, even signaling when the speaker refers  
to the next slide is difficult for a cameraperson probably not knowledgeable about the speaker’s subject. 

In post-processing of audio, video and the associated slides, VideoLectures.NET needs to incorporate:
1. automatic textual transcription from speaker audio
2. concept extraction from slides (not just titles but textual content)
3. video analysis e.g. identification of spatial fragments with the speaker, slides, other objects

into its internal metadata generation process, complementing the current manual effort. 

This richer annotation will use semantic technology, since associating a spatial or temporal fragment to a semantic  
concept (rather than, e.g. a simple text label) gives additionally the possibility to link that fragment to that concept’s 
synonyms or related concepts in a semantic search and retrieval system. A metadata schema for the annotations 
needs to be selected, as well as a choice of vocabularies which contain the relevant concepts and provide (semantic)  
links to related concepts (e.g. within a taxonomy or classification scheme).

An appropriate repository needs to be provided to store the resulting (semantic) metadata and allow for efficient  
indexing and retrieval by a search agent. It could be used alongside the current storage solution with the use of 
shared unique IDs for learning resources to provide a link between data in both stores. 



Automatic analysis should be able to handle timing of slide changes in the video, for example, however manual  
correction may likely still be important for the results of automatic concept detection. It may be that the accuracy of  
the processes is sufficient to rely on it in user search - however irrelevant results may be less tolerated in a mash up  
situation. Given the need for specialist understanding of the topic, one option is to incentivize the learning resource  
creator  to  correct  the  annotation  of  their  learning  resource.  Another  is  to  rely  on  crowdsourcing,  whether 
Mechanical Turk or the learning resource viewers themselves.

Assuming the availability of richer annotation of the learning materials, a semantic search and retrieval module  
needs to be provided for the fragment selection. Given the association of media fragments to semantic concepts,  
this module is able to match the input topic to concepts in the annotations via the use of appropriate ontologies  
(logical models of how different concepts relate to one another). 

There are three core functions performed by such a module: 
(1)  the input topic is internally modelled as a set of semantic concepts; 
(2) the annotated learning resources are internally indexed in terms of the concepts they are associated to, and 
(3) the module is able to calculate a matching value to represent the level of semantic proximity between the  

concepts in the input topic and the concepts in a learning resource fragments annotation. 

An appropriate threshold is set to determine which fragments are to be selected and the form of the semantic  
proximity (between topic and fragment) may be one of the characteristics used in determining the ordering of the  
fragments in the mash up. This semantic search module would replace in VideoLecturesMashup the text based 
search module used by VideoLectures.NET. 

The results list will contain not complete resources but fragments in terms of spatial or temporal divisions of the 
learning resources video. Rather than presented as a list to the user they will be played out as a single video stream 
(while the interface may allow for browsing options, e.g. jump forward or back between fragments). This requires  
that VideoLectures.NET incorporates on both its media server and its embedded video player the necessary support  
for the Media Fragments specification.  

CONTRIBUTION OF USE CASE TO STATE OF THE ART 

There  are  two  main  reasons  why  and  how  Videolectures.NET profits  from semantic  multimedia  technology 
enabling fragmented content in comparison with the current approach:

(1) According to the videolectures.NET portal visitor analysis main part of the visitors are looking for very 
specific information inside the lecture and are not interested to watch the entire lecture. This is why the 
access to the interconnected video content fragments is important.

(2) Videolectures.NET is tightly integrated in the three main communities of higher education institutions that  
are committed to provide open access to open lectures at their sites. The main effort in these communities 
is to find out how to interlink multimodal contents across many multi-lingual sites.  The technology to 
support semantically interlinked multimedia fragmented video content lies in the core of these attempts.  
Currently there are no feasible solutions to support this aspect.



4.  UC2. Smart News – richer re-use of video in the newsroom

    News video material storage and retrieval for the broadcasters' newsroom is promoted by the partner CONDAT 
working with the IBM newsroom tool ANNOVA for MediaMixer. Newsroom editors have to publish updated news 
editions several times a day. They need specific support to find and re-use appropriate images and video materials 
according to daily new incidents. It must be ensured that the costs for the re-used materials are in the provided  
budget and publishing constraints are considered. MediaMixer technology offers new functions to retrieve and in -
tegrate materials from available footage for news production.  

BACKGROUND

The editors of broadcaster newsrooms have to create news in very short time frames of about 15 minutes up to 4 h 
several times a day for the next news program. When a news topic is indicated by one of the associated newswires 
or by own reporters, the managing editor has to decide whether it is relevant for the own news program, how it  
should be introduced,  how long and at  which position it  should be placed and which related information and 
background material about the event has to be gathered. If the topic is presented in subsequent news programs, a 
permanent search for additional in-depth or updated information to refine the news topic is required. The length of 
the news clips may range from a few seconds up to 3 minutes. The clip may consist of the introduction by the news  
speaker  and  the  presentation  of  still  images  and  one  or  more  video  clips  about  the  new event,  background 
information or comments. Currently editors in the newsroom mainly use their own archives (which can include the  
archives of the whole group the station belongs to, e.g. in Germany the ProSiebenSat1 Group or the Das Erste  
group of public broadcasters), content from press agencies (like AFP,  AP, dpa),  and third party video footage  
providers such as Getty Images, ITN Source, Video Clipdealer, Insertstock, Istockphoto, NBC archives or Thought  
Equity Motion. They all offer complete "clips" from a few seconds up to several minutes with some metadata such 
as  source,  title,  time,  place,  persons  or  category (nature,  technology,  sports  ...),  rating,  DRM/licensing/billing 
information etc. However, as only very limited information is attributed automatically and most of the metadata  
which would be needed for reuse currently still has to be added in time-consuming manual adding processes, most  
of the possible relevant material cannot be found with a sufficient precision and recall and thus cannot be exploited. 

For broadcasters, Condat offers the SmartMediaEngine which automatically semantically annotates and classifies 
TV programs based on  metadata  and natural  language content  descriptions.  As  use case  partner,  Condat  will  
integrate the MediaMixer technology into the SmartMediaEngine to enable semantic tagging and visualization of 
media fragments and finding most relevant background information and other media fragments for specific clips.

USE CASE DESCRIPTION

Due to the nature of news shows most material has to produced or acquired quite shortly before the transmission,  
often it even contains direct live material with commentaries from on-site contributors. Dependent on the character  
of the special news  show (e.g. short hourly 5 minutes overview, 20 minutes daily coverage, special news show for 
sports, economy or a special feature of some current dramatic event like the hurricane Sandy), the selection of  
single reports and related material varies to a large extent and has to happen under great time pressure.  The use  
case for re-use and mixing of media resources in the newsroom aims at supporting the editorial workflows for 
preparing such news shows by helping to find, select and combine the best media resources within a much more  
automated way than it today. 

For the use case the usage of  annotated media fragments is very important, having two main aspects: 1) the 
required richness and precision of descriptions of media resources can only be achieved, if not the media resources  
as  a  whole  are  described,  but  rather  the  contents  as  it  appears  on  a  time-line  basis;  thus  each  description  
(annotation) can be attributed to a precise temporal and/or spatial location within the media resource, which is the  
media  fragment;  so,  media  fragments  are  the  means  for  indexing  the  content  of  the  media  resources;  2)  for  
publishing purposes media fragments are the elements which can be re-used and mixed together to produce new 
reports and related content, e.g. which contain certain remarks or show specific events like a goal in football.  

The use case consists of three main separate workflows: 1) the initialization of already existing and new incoming 
material,  2)  the  preparation of  material  for  usage for the planned news shows and 3) the  publishing of  the 
material during the broadcasting of the news show itself as well as of further background material in accompanying  
Internet presences. 



ACTORS AND ACTIVITIES

The principle actors for the media resource re-use and mixing workflow are the video editors for the initialization 
sub-workflow,  the  news  editors for  the  preparation  workflow  and  the  publishing  team for  the  publishing 
workflow.

FIGURE 7.  Media Resource Re-Use and Mixing Workflow

The basic sub-workflow with respect to the use case is the preparation workflow as this one makes use of the media  
fragments for publishing. The initialization workflow is mainly the necessary precondition of the re-use and mixing  
because otherwise this is just not possible. In the following the sub-workflows are explained in more detail.

VIDEO EDITOR WORKFLOW

The video editing workflow aims at generating and annotating media fragments for later re-use. Basically, there are 
two starting points: one is the analysis of material already existing within the archives and the other one is the  
integration of the analysis and annotating workflow into the production process thus ensuring that each incoming  
material is being indexed already. The workflow heavily relies on the availability of tools which help to analyse the  
video sources and generate the annotated media fragments. However, the process cannot be fully automated even if  
respective tools are provided. The video editor has to supervise the process and check the results. 

The basic steps of this workflow are: 1) analyse the media resources, which includes several sub-processes for the 
different tracks, such as shot segmentation, automatic speech recognition or concept re-detection; 2) generate the  
annotated media fragments which associate the detected analysis results with temporal or spatial fragments of the 
source video and 3) classify, which is summarization of the process of named entity recognition and classification  
towards an ontology which makes it  possible to later find those media fragments which match best certain topics.  
All aggregated metadata is stored in the metadata repository.



NEWS EDITOR WORKFLOW

The goal of the news editor workflow is to prepare the actual publishing of the news by selecting and combining  
the material which shall be used both for the primary reports as well for the related background information. The  
basic steps are: 

Search: based on relevant parameters such as topics, locations, events, persons, length and depth of the planned 
news show,  audience, channel characteristics and more the metadata repository is searched for relevant material.  
The material found is presented within the Editor’s tool of the SmartMediaEngine with the metadata attributes and  
the  media  fragment  previews.  The  search  mainly  includes  material  which  has  been  indexed  by  the  former 
initializing workflow and is contained within the own archives and metadata repository.  However, it  may also 
include searching 3rd party repositories from the Internet, news agencies or other providers which normally is not  
indexed through media fragments, but only through the whole resource.

• Select: by browsing through the material by means of different navigational views such as sorting,  
filtering, faceting or clustering the news editor can quickly select the material which is best suited  
for  the  planned news.  The  attributes  also  includes  information  concerning  DRM,  provenance, 
licensing or billing, if available.

• Mix: After the selection of the appropriate material the news editor combines the selected material 
and thus creates the actual mixture of media fragments and related material for the news. This also 
includes the creation of mixes for different publishing channels, most notably the TV broadcast 
channel itself, where the material has to be ordered sequentially, and associated internet presences 
where related media fragments and background information can be shown for the user to select 
from. But also other channels such as HbbTV, mobile, Twitter or Facebook may be served.

• Plan: as the last step publishing is planned, i.e. for the TV the times and length of the broadcast and 
for  the  Internet  and  other  channels  the  time  when and which  content  is  being  published  and 
accompanied by notifications via tweets, Facebook forums, etc.

PUBLISHING WORKFLOW 

The publishing workflow consists of the actual publishing of the created news mix and related material to the 
different output channels. The planned TV broadcast can be both transmitted via broadcast as well as streamed over  
the Internet. It can be completely automatic and unmoderated, as well as presented by a news speaker. Also, it  
might be include live reportings which are not known in advance.

The related material is published by a dedicated content management team and may also include social media  
publishing and discussions which are answered by a member of the team.

The publishing workflow itself here is just mentioned in order to show where the initialization and preparation  
workflow aim at. As it would require an actual broadcast event to demonstrate it, this workflow is actually out of  
the scope of the demonstration of the Media Resource Re-Use and Mixing use case. 

SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITIES
In order to provide the system functionalities required by this use case the existing Condat SmartMediaEngine is 
extended to support media fragment metadata. This applies mainly to the first two workflows described above:

VIDEO EDITING WORKFLOW
Currently, the Condat SmartMediaEngine already provides semantic annotation of TV program data based on TV-
Anytime metadata such as title, genre, description etc. This semantic annotation generates a so-called semantic 
fingerprint for each program by making use of Linked Open Data nodes such as DBpedia. Editors can both work 
on the ontology used to describe TV programs and thus improve its expressiveness required by this broadcaster, as  



well as on the generated descriptions and named entity recognition results themselves to check and improve them. 

While the SmartMediaEngine itself does not support video analysis and the generation of media fragments – this is  
beyond its scope and has to be covered by external tools – it will  be enabled to work on the media fragment  
metadata generated by those tools. As the existing metadata, media fragment metadata is expressed in RDF and can  
be serialized in many formats such as JSON, RDF/XML, TTL and other. We presuppose a service which generates 
this metadata and stores it within the Metadata Repository, which is part of the SmartMediaEngine.

The functionalities to be provided within the Video Editing Workflow for the Re Use and Mixing Use Case are:
 Store Media Fragment Metadata in the Metadata Repository through the existing RDF REST API
 Show all  media  fragments  for  each media  resource which has  been processed;  this  includes the basic 

metadata (time start, time end, spatial dimensions), the annotations with recognized named entities, and the 
Media Fragment URIs for direct play of the fragments, together with thumbnails

 Edit  and  store  annotations;  all  editing  is  realized  as  additional  metadata  which  is  qualified  through 
provenance information which includes motivation, editor, timestamps, etc. This information is stored as 
additonal annotations, so no existing metadata is actually altered or deleted but rather marked as, e.g. “do  
not use”

 
The video editing workflow is thus a combination of automatic functionalities as well as manual edition.

NEWS EDITING WORKFLOW

The system functionality for the news editing workflow makes use of  the metadata as initialized by the Video  
Editing Workflow. Its goal is to find, select and combine relevant media fragments and prepare them for publishing  
to the different channels. Thus, the system functionalities needed to support this workflow are the following:

 Search:  search  for  relevant  media  fragments  based  on  different  parameters,  such  as  topics,  people,  
locations, events, objects, length etc. This will return all media fragments which match the criteria and are  
actually playable, so e.g. not those ones which are only generated in order to semantically index the media 
resource, i.e. have a minimum length or are actually shots or segments. 

 Browse: the resulting media fragments are displayed with their thumbnails, annotations and metadata; they 
can be ordered, filtered or grouped according to different criteria, e.g. persons, concepts or locations.

 Select: those media fragments which will be used for the news can be selected, the others are discarded.

 Combine: this is the actual mixing of media fragments; the selected media fragments are combined for  
publishing in the different output channels, i.e. the TV broadcast, HbbTV channel or Internet presence.  
Here it is possible to assign each media fragment to an output channel, put them into a sequential order (for 
TV  broadcast/streaming)  or  generate  metadata  description  content  boxes  for  publishing  as  related 
background information. 

 Export:  this  system functionality supports the planning workflow step and generates the export  of  the 
combined media fragments to the publishing channels which will  then manage the publishing process  
itself.

CONTRIBUTION OF USE CASE TO STATE OF THE ART 

Because  media  fragments  are  not  yet  really exploited  in  the  TV broadcast  industry this  use  case  provides  a  
completely new way for finding and combining relevant material for general or special news shows and is thus 
suitable to demonstrate and promote the usage of media fragments within this context. Being even beyond the 
current state of art, the basic material to be used here, the demonstration seed video content, will be taken from the  
EU Project LinkedTV1 which aims at generating exactly those media fragments to be needed here.

1  www.linkedtv.eu 

http://www.linkedtv.eu/


5.  UC3.  Copyright  Mixer  Hub  –  Media  fragment  exchange  for 
copyrighted digital material 

Exchange of copyrighted digital material as a use case is promoted by the partner UdL in collaboration with the  
Linked Content Coalition.   

Background
      A media production company wants to check if the copyright of media sources it is re-using are well aligned with  

internal policies plus the special agreements it has with its media providers and the corresponding rights holders. 
    However, this is not currently done beforehand because it is not feasible to manually check the rights of each  

individual media source, many of them media fragments. Consequently, this kind of issues, as shown in Figure 8, is  
just detected when there is already a conflict, usually detected by an employee aware of the existing internal policy 
or by one partner arguing about how its media has been used.

FIGURE 8. Use case background

These conflicts  provoke economical  costs that  can be avoided.  Moreover,  policies and agreements might  also  
enable  business  opportunities  that  are  currently  ignored.  The  objective  of  this  use  case  is  to  explore  how 
MediaMixer  technologies  can  be  integrated  into  current  processes  so  automated  decisions  take  into  account  
existing policies and agreements.

Use Case Description
The use case media producer creates new media assets, usually based on media fragments that are repurposed  
during production. The input media assets come from media providers and can be framed by rights agreements 
involving the media producer, the provider and potentially other rights holders.
Moreover, the whole media production process is governed by internal policies at the media producer, which define  
general rules that should be followed when reusing any media fragment. For instance, a policy might be avoiding 
violent media fragments when producing content for children. 
Agreements  and policies  are  documents  with  legal  wording while  media  fragments  sent  by the  providers  are 
usually accompanied by structured documents describing the asset and the authorised uses and based on a rights  
expression language like DDEX2.

2
 Digital Data eXchange (DDEX), http://www.ddex.net



Actors and Activities
In this use case, the main actor is the Media Producer. It produces new media using media fragments offered by 
Media Providers, whose rights are owned by Rights Holders. Then, the involved actors are:

Media Producer: re-uses media fragments to produce new content.
Objective:  check  if  the  terms  for  the  media  being  reused  conform to  the  internal  policies  and  the  existing 
agreements with rights holders.

Media Provider: provides media fragments to be re-used.
Objective: avoid inconsistencies between the licensing terms in the deals accompanying the fragments sent to the  
producer and the existent agreements with the corresponding rights holders.

Rights Holder: holds the rights on the media.
Objective: ensure that the assets whose rights are controlled are used under the agreed terms with the corresponding 
parties. 

They participate in a workflow composed of the following activities, also shown in Figure 9, below.

 The Media Producer defines an internal policy containing business rules like “do not reuse media available  
just under non-commercial terms”.

 The Media Producer establishes contracts with Rights Holders to reuse the assets they control under agreed  
conditions, potentially through Media Providers.

 The Media Provider offers media fragments accompanied by deals documents stating the licensing terms 
for each fragment, usually defined by the corresponding Rights Holder whose media is managed by the 
provider.

 The Media Producer looks for media fragments to be re-used during media production. Search terms are 
related to media properties (keyword, topic, location, featured people or objects, etc.) and licensing terms.

 The Media Producer checks the licensing terms for the selected fragments against internal policies and 
existing agreements.

 When conflicts are detected, the Media Producer blocks media re-use and a conflict resolution process is 
triggered (out of the scope of this use case).



FIGURE 9. Basic workflow

Media Producer Workflow
The following diagrams present the current workflow for the media producer and the target one, to be achieved by 
applying MediaMixer technologies.



FIGURE 10. Current media producer workflow

Next, the proposed new workflow is presented. 

FIGURE 11. New media producer workflow once MediaMixer technologies are applied

Media Provider Workflow
The following diagrams present the current workflow for the media provider and the target one, to be achieved by 
applying MediaMixer technologies.



FIGURE 12. Current media provider workflow

Next, the proposed new workflow is presented. 

FIGURE 13. New media provider workflow once MediaMixer technologies are applied

Rights Holder Workflow
The following diagrams present the current workflow for the rights holder and the target one, to be achieved by 
applying MediaMixer technologies.

FIGURE 14. Current rights holder workflow

Next, the proposed new workflow is presented. 



FIGURE 15. New rights holder workflow once MediaMixer technologies are applied

Systems Functionalities
• Model rights-related business rules in the internal policy (with the help of a user interface that guides the  

user).

• Model agreements with Rights Holders (with the help of a user interface assisting the user).

• Automatically map deals, data about rights for incoming assets, to the common conceptual model shared 
by the previous policies and agreements.

• Automatically check the licensing terms of incoming assets against  policies and agreement and detect 
conflicts. All relevant rights documents (agreements, policies and deals) are mapped to the same semantic 
model so it is possible to perform this task using automated reasoning.

• Provide log information about detected conflict to guide their resolution.

• Learn from resolved conflicts by modelling additional policies or amending agreements.  

Contribution of Use Case to State of the Art 
Fragment detection and semantic annotation of media fragments for finer-grained and more informed agreement 
and policy checking. For instance, the policy includes avoiding violent media fragments when producing content 
for  children.  Incoming  assets  are  processes  to  detect  fragments  including  violent  scenes  (war,  weapons,  
explosions,...) so the reasoner can take this information into account to automatically detect this kind of conflicts.

XQuery for selective XML to RDF mapping. Implement mappings from input rights expression languages like 
DDEX to RDF data, based on the Copyright Ontology.

ReDeFer XML Schema to OWL ontology (XSD2OWL) and XML to RDF data mapping (XML2RDF) tools to 
reuse existing XML Schemas and XML data as ontologies and instance RDF data.

Copyright Ontology, based on the Web Ontology Language (OWL). It makes possible to perform an automated 
validation of the input asset licensing terms, policies and agreements using Semantic Web reasoning engines.

http://rhizomik.net/ontologies/copyrightonto/
http://rhizomik.net/redefer/


6. Conclusions
     MediaMixer use case collection serves to demonstrate how MediaMixer technology can be a potential solution to  

media management and workflow issues encountered in domains like media production, media archives, broad-
casters and e-learning platforms. Use case documentation is published online at the MediaMixer community (com-
munity.mediamixer.eu), and as the project continues and community members wish to become more active with the  
MediaMixer experts we hope to extend existing use cases as well as collect new examples. In the meantime, our  
goal in the MediaMixer project is to demonstrate the MediaMixer technology-based solutions by providing a num-
ber of demonstrative implementations in collaboration with our use case partners, beginning with demonstrators 
based on the use cases and technologies introduced in this document.  


